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The CISA certification is world-renowned as the standard of achievement 

for those who audit, control, monitor and assess an organization's 

information technology and business systems. The recent quarterly IT 

Skills and Certifications Pay Index (ITSCPI) from Foote Partners ranked 

CISA among the most sought-after and highest-paying IT certifications. 

This certification is a must have for entry to mid-career IT professionals 

looking for leverage in career growth.

® ®ISACA's Certified Information Security Manager  (CISM ) certification 

indicates expertise in information security governance, program 

development and management, incident management and risk 

management. If you are a mid-career IT professional aspiring to senior 

management roles in IT security and control, CISM can get you the 

visibility you need.

® ®ISACA's Certified in the Governance of Enterprise IT  (CGEIT ) is unique 

and framework agnostic. It is the only IT governance certification that 

can give you the mindset to assess, design, implement and manage 

enterprise IT governance systems aligned with overall business goals. 

Get visibility at the executive level with CGEIT!



24th Annual General Body Meeting held on 31st October, 2020



Directors Workshop held on 5th December, 2020
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From The Desk Of The PresidentFrom The Desk Of The PresidentFrom The Desk Of The PresidentFrom The Desk Of The PresidentFrom The Desk Of The President
Dear Members,

Greetings of the day to you!!!!!

We have seen and experienced a new lifestyle in 2020. None of us even had a clue that

we would be working from home for such a long duration (almost the entire year). It

was seen as a forceful activity when it all started, but it slowly started getting acceptance

from every individual and industry and it was more or less concluded that staying back and working from

home was a safer and wiser thing to do than venturing out.

We from ISACA Bangalore Chapter were in a dilemma like any other institution and post multiple internal

deliberations, we quickly decided to connect with all our Membes via the virtual platform - Zoom. Thanks to

the Technology which enabled us to connect without any concerns or delays.

I would personally thank each and every one of you for the overwhelming responses provided by joining the

CPE Sessions, Intro Seminars, Review Classes, Annual Conference conducted through the whole of 2020. Our

first physical meeting was the AGM on 31st Oct. We have a new crew selected for this term. The new team

jumped directly in to action and have conducted CPE sessions, Intro Seminar, Review classes. 

This is a special year for all of us, as ISACA Bangalore Chapter completes 25 years. We will be celebrating this

in a grand style, however waiting for the pandemic to slow down drastically and allow us to meet physically

for the celebrations. We started the term by conducting the first ever workshop for the Board Members in the

history of ISACA Bangalore Chapter to clearly call out the roles and responsibilities of the Board Members

and also included extensive discussion on how do we increase the value for our Members. We will soon be

introducing Short Learning Bytes (SLB), focussed group Workshops and invitation to writing a white paper for

our Members. Please do watch this space and read our communications closely to grab the opportunity as

and when Possible. We are planning for an action packed 2021 for our Members. 

We also call for an active participation by you all, in not only attending these events, but also nominating

yourselves for working closely with our Executive Committee towards sharing some articles - that can be

published in the newsletter, contributing in any initiatives / workshops, those interested in training our new

certificate aspirants etc... etc... We have now increased the channels of communication so that we reach you

all in one or the other mode. 

We will start physical activities the moment it is appropriate. Until then, take care of yourself, stay safe and healthy.

Wishing you and your family a great year ahead!!!!!

Warm Regards,

VENKATESH, CRISC, CDPSE, ISO 27001 LA, ISO 31000 CRM, COBIT-5 (F)

President

January - 2021
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Message From the Vice President
Dear Members,

Greetings!!

We had a very successful 24th Annual General body meeting of our chapter on 31-Oct-2020 at

Royal Orchid Hotels Ltd. This time we have many new faces in EC (Executive committee) and

all the committee members met during the first week of Dec 2020 and made a strategy to take

our chapter to the next stage.

Saying goodbye to 2020 will be therapeutic for the entire world. Hope you all had a wonderful holiday and are

already into the New Year goal setting, I know we’re unified in believing there’s a better tomorrow for us in 2021.

In the cybersecurity space, we’ve been retold of how deeply rooted we are digitally, with positive and negative

effects. Our Go to work suddenly shifted from offices to homes. Entire industries pushed to expedite key digital

initiatives. However, at the same time, the bad actors chose to accelerate their cybercrimes, and with the current,

far-reaching SolarWinds hack, it seems to have evolved into a “cyber pandemic” of sorts. We’ve come to realize the

value of agility and trust within the Check Point family of customers, partners and employees in keeping cyber-

attacks at bay.

This year we have new EC members taking over the responsibility of training and certification coordination role and

make more digital way to deliver training. A series of training sessions already lined up for CISA, CISM & CRISC. Our

program director coined the idea of SLB - Short learning bytes and the team is coming with a short learning module

focusing on basic information security topics. The SLB will be covering the chapter members and probable chapter

members. Interested members who want to part of delivering the session can contact Chapter Manager for more details.

As you all aware that ISACA’s Privacy technologist CDPSE certification early adoption is open now and it will close

soon. If you have relevant experience and would like to get certified as part of the early adoption having experience

in Privacy Governance, Privacy Architecture & Data Lifecycle, kindly visit the ISACA’s website and complete the

process for early adoption.

It gives us immense pleasure to let you all know that ISACA Bangalore Chapter completes 25 years on the 6th of Jan

2021 and we would like all our members to be part of the 25th Year celebration. Stay tuned more on the 25th Years’

celebration communication from Chapter President.

Hope you must have renewed your ISACA membership and certification by submitting the required CPE, to continue

getting the Bangalore chapter membership benefit and supporting the chapter to maintain the number one chapter

in India in terms of the membership.

I would also like to personally thank all EC Members, Founder Members and new members whose contributions

have been tremendous support and their contribution bringing a lot of value to our chapter and Members. I’d like

to take this moment to thank all of you and I wish you all the best in 2021.

Regards,

RAJASEKHARAN K R, CISM, PMP, ITIL (E), CSM, SAFe, ISO 27001 LA

Secretary
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Message From Secretary

Dear Members,

Warmest greetings.

I took over as Secretary of the Bangalore Chapter for the year 2020-2021 with great pride and

humility. It is a matter of great honour for me and I feel humbled to have been given an

opportunity to work for you all and on your behalf.

I am optimistic about the growth of the ISACA Bangalore Chapter as we enter the new decade.

Thanks to the contributions of our vibrant Bangalore Chapter members, our Chapter is truly unique. I am proud of

our collaborative culture, which is one of our chapter’s greatest strength.

To enhance Bangalore Chapter Operations, your chapter launched Goal 2021. Some of the strategies include

Compliance, membership growth and academic research.

You will note that our chapter is engaged in new ways of moving the chapter forward, whether preparing a calendar

for CPE sessions, relaunching Tech She Leads and reaching out to Government Sectors. Your Chapter is preparing to

meet the challenges of the upcoming decade.

I wish you all the best.

Regards,

VIJAYAVANITHA

Secretary
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Chapter Highlights for the period from October to December 2020

24th Annual General  Meeting of Members conducted from 2:00 PM to 5:00 PM on Saturday, the 31st October, 2020

at Royal Orchid Hotels Ltd, #47/1, Dickenson Road, Manipal Centre, Bangalore 560 042 to transact the following

business:

Agenda

1. To approve the AGM Minutes of 2019

2. To consider and adopt the 24th Annual Report

3. To consider and approve Audited accounts for the year ended 31st March 2020

4. To appoint statutory auditors for the year 2020-2021 and fix their remuneration

5. To Elect Executive Committee Members (EC members) for the Executive Committee for the year 2020-2021

23 Members were present and the meeting went off well. This was informed and also filed the Annual Returns to

the Registrar of Societies in Karnataka on 28th November, 2020.

SL NO NAME ISACA ID ROLE

1 Mr. Velmuruga Venkatesh 608093 President

2 Mr. Rajasekharan K R 442484 Vice President

3 Ms. S Vijaya Vanitha 658003 Secretary

4 Mr. Ganesan Ramani 894811 Treasurer

5 Mr. Vaidyanathan Iyer 771267 Director - Programs

6 Mr. T R Rajesh 220727 Director - Membership

7 Mr. Arun Kumar Hallur 772975 Director - Marketing

8 Ms. Suma K V  1110773 Director - SIG

9 Mr. Gopikrishna Panchalavarapu 779639 Director - Research & GPA

10 Mr. Abhishek D 989243 Coordinator - CISM & CRISC

11 Mr. Deepak G B 953104 Director - Web Services

12 Mr. Chandrasekar Ramakrishnan 710219 Coordinator - CISA & CGEIT

13 Mr. Viswanadh Kuchi 221637 Director - Academic Relations

14 Mr. Nitin Gaur 713209 Director - Newsletter

15 Mr. Satish Kumar Dwibhashi 303951 Immediate Past President

Executive Committee Members and their Roles for the year 2020-21 till the next AGM
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CPE MEETINGS:

1. Topic : “Evolution of Endpoint Security in the era of Digital Transformation and Hybrid Cloud”

Venue : Web-based ONLINE session via Zoom Webinar Platform

Date : 28-Nov-2020 (Saturday)     Time : 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM IST

Free Attendance - 2 CPE Credits offered

Speaker: Mr Sarangarajan Soundararajan (Sarang)

Speaker profile: Sarang is the Senior Director for Endpoint Security at HCL Software (HCL Technologies). He has 20+

years of experience in IT having worked across technology and services in leading organizations. He has also

handled Asia Pacific Markets, being the AP leader for Cyber Threat Hunting and also the Services Leader for New

Zealand at IBM. He has also worked at Agilent Technologies as Product Specialist.

Sarang has done his Management Degree from Welingkar Institute at Mumbai and also holds M.Com from Mumbai

University.

171 Members/Non Members participated from various countries, the meeting was well appreciated by all the

participants.

2. Topic : “Geopolitical impact on Cyber Security: Pre-pandemic, current & post-pandemic”

Venue : Web-based ONLINE session via Zoom Webinar Platform

Date : 19-Dec-2020 (Saturday)     Time : 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM IST

Free Attendance - 2 CPE Credits offered

Topic Summary:

The conversations on cyber security today as well as its development is intrinsically linked to geopolitics, whether

it is AI, Quantum Technology, Privacy considerations or Cloud hosting locales. Weaponization of AI, IOT is being felt

across nations and affects humanity.

The speaker will engage in an in depth analysis and discussion on the current geopolitical dynamics and their

implications on the cyber security development.

Speaker: Dr. Vignesh Ram Guruswamy

Speaker profile: Dr. Vignesh Ram Guruswamy, Division Head - Political Risk and Intelligence Services Management

(PRISM) Division, COVINTS.

Political Risk Analyst, Start Up facilitation and business enabler, security and political risk professional with an

expertise in Geopolitics and International Relations. Academically qualified in Geopolitics and International

Relations with a PhD specializing in the ASEAN region in domestic, regional and International policies in Southeast

Asian countries and within the ASEAN organization and a focus on ASEAN decision making. Experience in multiple

research and analytical roles for organizations ranging from Science and Technology organizations to political parties

and businesses and a stint as an academician.

156 Members/Non Members participated for the meeting from various countries, the meeting was well received

and appreciated by all participants.
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INTRO SEMINAR:

1. ‘Introductory Seminar’ - conducted on ISACA Certification Courses.

Venue : Web-based ONLINE session via Zoom Webinar Platform

Date : 5-Dec-2020 (Saturday)     Time : 5:00 PM - 7:00 PM

The Chapter Team imparted an over view on ISACA Membership benefits,  CISA, CISM, CRISC, CGEIT & CDPSE

Certifications to all 26 participants who appreciated the seminar very well.

2. Chapter Directors Workshop

Venue : Royal Orchid Hotels Ltd, #47/1, Dickenson Road, Manipal Centre, Bangalore.

Date : 5-Dec-2020 (Saturday)     Time : 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Agenda:

Annual Plans  on conducting the Conference, CPE Programs, include new members to the chapter, Marketing, SIG,

Research and GRA, Review classes, workshops, seminars, Academic Relations, News letter, Finance, etc. 13 Directors

were presented for the meeting, the meeting was fruitful as the Directors came forward and gave their suggestions

for the successful achievement of the said goals to take the Chapter to a newer height. The Chapter is in the process

of implementing the things accordingly.

RENEWAL OF YOUR ISACA MEMBERSHIP FOR 2021- RETAIN YOUR VALUABLE CERTIFICATION AND MEMBERSHIP

Warm Greetings from ISACA Bangalore Chapter! Wish you and your family a happy holiday season and Happy New Year !!!

We thank you for your continued support and commitment to professional excellence by earning one or more of

ISACA Certifications.

Use your ISACA® membership and ISACA certification(s) as the platform for your growth by utilizing the opportunities

for professional development. As you would have experienced, your ISACA membership and certification(s) increase

your advancement opportunities by keeping you informed of standards and good practices in the fields that matter

most to you and providing access to leading edge research and knowledge through Journals, Webinars, Blogs,

ISACA e-library, local chapter events and many more.

Also, you are aware ISACA Bangalore Chapter provides significant benefits and local networking opportunities to

its members. The chapter has been in the forefront and served its members in their quest for acquiring professional

knowledge by conducting regular CPE Sessions, Webinars, Conferences and other professional development

programs. At the chapter it is our endeavor to bring to the table the most relevant of the current topics and

encourage active participation of members.

Visit www.isacabangalore.org for more information.

Now it is time for renewing your ISACA® membership for 2021 if not already done. Please ensure to renew your

membership before the PURGE to ensure the benefits arising out of continued membership.

Please click below to renew (login with your ISACA username and password to renew)

http://www.isaca.org/renew

In case you need any assistance, please do not hesitate to reachout to me or Chapter Office at

chapter@isacabangalore.org

PS: If you have already renewed your membership - Thank you for your support. Please ignore this reminder.
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PLANS FOR THE NEXT QUARTER (JANUARY TO MARCH 2021)

The Chapter announces Review Classes in the New Year 2021 as per the below training calendar and the registrations

are open now.

For your information, the membership dues are indicated here below:

International Membership Dues:  $135.00

ISACA Bangalore Chapter Dues: $20.00

Total Dues for 2020 membership renewal: US$ 155.00

Note: Apart from the above, certification maintenance dues may apply as per the certifications held.

Dear All,

We are starting with a Telegram Channel where all the communication on ISACA Bangalore Chapter events will also be

published for instant access and ease of reference. We have received requests from many of our Members and hence

have created this new Channel. Please join this channel on a voluntary basis if you would like to be a part of the group

by clicking the following link: https://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAEt42QAUpWHucyNyJA

Registration Link > CISA, CISM, CRISC & CGEIT Review course - Registration Form (google.com)

Event details on engage portal > CISA/CISM/CRISC/CGEIT Review Classes - Live Online - Bangalore Chapter (isaca.org)

2) CPE meetings twice in a month.

3) Intro Seminar on all ISACA Certification Courses.

4) 25th Anniversary of the Bangalore Chapter.

5) SheLeadsTech- Workshop.
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ISACA Bangalore Chapter
Registration Form for CISA & CISM for

Computer Based  Exams in 2021

Venue:  Chapter Office-Address mentioned underneath

1. NAME:…………………………..............................…………………………………………………………...........................................

2.  CISA      CISM      CRISC      CGEIT (Please tick for Registration)

2. ISACA MEMBERSHIP NO:...……………........................................………………NON MEMBER (Please tick as applicable)

3. DESIGNATION:   .............................................. QLFN: ........................................................................................

4. ORGANISATION: .....................................................………………...………………………………………………………………………

6. ADDRESS: .........................................…….…………………………………………………………………….....................................

.........................................…….……………………………………………………………………....................................................

7. PH:OFFICE………............………………….RES………………........................…MOBILE:..................................................

8. EMAIL: ………………….......................……………...……………………................................................................................

9. PRESENT WORK AREA  :...........……………………………………………………....................................................................

Registration Fee per batch classes : Rs. 8500/- for ISACA Members and for Non members Rs. 9500/- (Inclusive

of Taxes) A Local Cheque/Bank Pay Order in favour of ISACA, Bangalore Chapter and the same may be

despatched to the Office address

or

NEFT (Wire transfer) to : State Bank of India, PBN 1027, 14th Main, 1st Block, Rajajinagar Branch, Bangalore-10.

Savings Bank Account No.54003825745. Account Holder : ISACA, Bangalore Chapter

IFSC Code-SBIN0040197 / MICR 560002408

Date__________________ Candidate Signature

Course Material - Received / to be received.

No.S-13, 531/A, 2nd Floor, Priya Chambers, Dr. Rajkumar Road, Opp. St. Theresa’s Hospital, 2nd Stage, Rajajinagar,

Bangalore - 560 010, Ph. : 080 65640042 / +91 9535197405

Email ID : chapter@isacabangalore.org.    Website : www/isacabangalore.org

Affix your Photo
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PROTECTING THE TECHNOLOGICAL BORDERS WHEN TECHNOLOGISTS

ARE WORKING FROM HOME

“When the internet came to India in the early 2000s with the approximate valuation of $3.7B,

likewise, cybersecurity is in India today. Being in the cybersecurity industry, it becomes our moral

obligation to cover the enormous length and breadth of the cyber ecosystem.”

- Abdul Samadh, Executive Partner - Tatva Networks.

The security hindrance hurdles when employees are

working from home:

Recent health risks with coronavirus have driven

organizations into supporting remote work environments

without adequate analysis and consideration of the cyber

threats in work-from-home environments.

Today’s enterprise security solutions are primarily

designed around protecting data, devices, resources, and

users within office environments, and they are not

optimized to provide the same protections for remote

workers. Given the reality of government-mandated in-

home quarantines, it’s become clear that organizations

today require a consistent security architecture that is

designed, deployed, managed, and applied the same

way across all network segments.

Most enterprise applications are in the cloud, and most

people no longer need to use VPN to access corporate

applications and email. But these remote workers still

access and store corporate data on their devices, which

means they need to secure their Internet activity. Remote

working environments also change the setting for teams,

and this change to their behavior can cause various

problems, including communication difficulties, lower

productivity, and exposure to many new security risks.

Working remotely can also expose a much broader attack

surface as workers use home BYOD and mobile devices

that share a home and public Wi-Fi networks, often with

About the Author: ABDUL SAMADH, CEO, Intrisus Corporation | Executive Partner, Tatva Networks.

Building scale-able & futuristic businesses focused on simple yet powerful consumer/business products and services

has been Abdul’s foremost objective. Abdul likes to solve problems. Throughout his career journey, hehas been

driven by intellectual curiosity to find solutions for the most pressing problems across the business ecosystem.

With the recent corporate onboarding at Intrisus and Tatva Networks, Abdul envisions to build futuristic and scalable

cyber-based hi-tech products and solutions to unmet and unarticulated needs of the cyber industry.

a much larger variety of Internet of Things (IoT) devices

than found in the work environment. Public Wi-F i

networks present a higher probability that authentication

and credentials may be accidentally compromised.

These users are substantially outside the reach of

perimeter-based controls and will have an even higher

risk of compromise by malware-based attacks. Certainly,

remote working employees often lack the same level of

sophistication protecting them that they have at the

office with next-generation firewalls, intrusion

detection, deception technology, and machine-learning-

based security controls.

Targeted Threat Intelligence

Remote working themed cyberattacks are already taking

agility of the disrupted workplace.

COVID-19 has become the prime path of choice for attacking

surfaces seeking to take advantage of displaced remote-

workers who already have an amplified level of fright.

Technical considerations pertaining to remote-work:

- An enterprise should primarily onboard a hi-tech

driven security vendor that uniquely solves

several difficult problems for all environments,

including the challenge of a large remote

workforce by providing a highly cost-effective and

integrated solution to protect users, applications,

and data using DNS as the first line of defense.
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- Special cognitive attention should be showcased

to detects security threats, built-in integration

allowing administrators to seamlessly trigger

additional actions from external tools to ensure

that users’ systems are remediated.

- Built-in APIs should push event data into these

ecosystem tools quickly. These integrations should

enable automation of such actions as • Remote

vulnerability scanning • Remote antivirus scanning

• Protection from newly detected threats across

all remote users and ecosystem integrations to

cut the cost of the monthly, quarterly, and yearly

internal network audits.

- When it comes to guarding against new and

evolving threats, the use of AI/ ML-based analytics

on DNS to detect threats should be the priority for

the sustainable cybersecurity strategy.

- These include lookalike domains, zero-day DNS

tunneling, domain-generation algorithms (DGAs),

and fast flux. In addition, newer privacy trends like

DNS over TLS (DoT) and DNS over HTTPS (DoH) have

unwanted security implications. Content filtering

at the DNS control point can be a cost-effective,

low-latency solution to restrict workers at home

from accessing specific types of web content.

Compounded Architecture:

Most enterprises primarily demand analytics and threat

intelligence combined with the cloud’s scalability to

provide policy enforcement and remediation. Cloud-

only solutions can furnish the scale but don’t offer the

means to remediate compromised clients or gain full

visibility into internal threats.

The combined architecture should offerthese

advantages:

- Cloud Scalable Analytics: The model should

provideanalytics detection of a wide range of

threats. They include domain-generation

algorithms, fast-flux attacks, fileless malware, and

dictionary DGA.

- A threat detected on a roaming remote teleworker

can be automatically enforced universally for all

other users, devices, assets, and applications.

- Threat Intelligence Scale: The model should

enablehighly scalable intelligence supported by

the cloud.

- Security Ecosystem Integration: The compounded

model should allowcomplete integration with

your on-premises technology sets. This integration

should enable your team to gather important

network context and deliver faster, more

accurately prioritized incident response and

network-wide remediation.

- Simplified Single Point of Administration for the

Enterprise: In this point you should consider of

having a single point for most of your

administration, control and visibility for both on-

premises and your clouds. This should simplify and

reduces the cost of your administration and

reduces error.

YOUR ISACA BANGALORE CHAPTER WANTS TO PURCHASE NEW OFFICE

Floor Area of 1200 - 1500 Sq. ft. Office Space

Parking facilities preferred

Location upto 2 kms of any of the Bangalore Metro Stations

Contact Details : building@isacabangalore.org
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COVID-19 SPECIFIC USE CASE

REMOTE ACCESS CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT

A MODEL TO SUPPORT BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING

- Atul Prakash

Author: ATUL PRAKASH, CISSP, CISA, CCSK, AWS (A), CCSE, MCP (AZURE ARCHITECTURE), ISO 22301 LA

ABOUT ME: I am a cybersecurity professional with 16+ years of experience with implementing, operating, managing,

and auditing cybersecurity controls for large-scale global enterprise customers. I feel interested in anything related to

the domain of cybersecurity. Still,my primary focus areas are large-scale on-premise/cloud/hybrid, security architecture

designing and implementation, managing global security operations and incident response centers, designing,

implementing on-premise/cloud-based disaster recovery designs, and designing custom assessment frameworks to

audit non-standard security environments. I have provided my cybersecurity services to Leading organizations.

Guidelines for the Business Managers

December 2020

Disclaimer: Views expressed in this document are my

perspective that is based on my experience in designing,

operating remote access solutions and managing

business continuity plans. This document is intended as a

general guide only and it may not suit every possible

remote access design. The reliability of any assessment

based on this content depends upon detailed assessment

checklists which are not part of this text.

Abstract

Widespread COVID-19 infection across 100s of countries

has brought the global economic engine to a grinding

halt. Without a doubt, this is the most powerful

pandemic which the human civilization has seen since

the 2nd world war. Various organizations are struggling

to run their critical operations because no one ever

envisioned such a grave need for extreme business

continuity planning.

I have seen and observed remote access technology very

closely during my security architecture designing and

operational experience. Besides, I have hands-on

experience with Business Continuity Planning and IT

Disaster Recovery as well.

Looking at the current scenario where organizations are

struggling hard to keep the show running, I decided to

contribute to the community with a short paper which

can help organizations assess the current state of their

remote access service pertaining to the business

continuity requirements.

While preparing this guide, a key consideration was to

jot down the critical factors which many times go

unnoticed during the assessment of remote access

infrastructure as well as business continuity planning. I

believe, if a business process performs the steps

mentioned below then the true capabilities of remote

access to support business process continuity can be

uncovered.

• Collect all the remote access requirements pertaining

to business continuity

• Assess remote access capabilities against pre-

collected remote access requirements

• Assess the feasibility of existing critical operational

risk control

• Assess the cybersecurity controls applicable to the

remote access infrastructure

This guide is intended to provide pointers towards the

assessment of remote access infrastructure pertaining to

the business continuity requirements. This is neither a

technical manual for the assessment of common remote-

access solutions like IPsec, SSL, SSH tunnels, VDI, a browser-

based application portal, etc nor a comprehensive

assessment manual for an organization’s BCP.

I hope this assists you. Happy Reading!

Best Regards - Atul Prakash, CISSP, CISA
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Introduction

Remote-access services have become an integral part of

business operations. Remote access technologies have

over a period of time evolved to give users access to

corporate data, voice, and video. This guide defines a

structured method for an effective assessment of remote

access pertaining to business continuity requirements.

This guide will be of particular interest to Business

Continuity Managers (BCMs) seeking to assess the

business preparedness for both short-term and

prolonged contingencies. This guide can also assist

network security architects because it can help to target

certain key BCP success factors while designing the

remote access architecture. The primary purpose of

writing this guide is to provide high-level guidance to

‘not so tech-savvy’ business managers towards ensuring

the availability of remote access based BCP operations

during the time of business disruptions.

Importance of Remote Access in BCP

Historically remote access was never considered a viable

option to support the BCP cause. BCP and business

managers always considered fixed-site BCP design as an

answer to their BCP queries.

An extremely important task for business managers,

which is often regulated as well, is continued business

operations even during contingencies. Business and

continuity managers invest a lot of time anticipating a

variety of risk factors which can cause disruptions and

designing suitable contingency plans.

Irrespective of the kind of disruptions and its impact,

business owners, customers, and regulatory authorities

expect a quick restoration to critical business services.

Here comes ‘remote-access capability’ which can be

utilized as a quick fix for resuming business operations

in a comparatively shorter span of time, as compared

with traditional business continuity site.

Remote access as a BCP solution comes with its cost

benefits and risk factors which need to be carefully

evaluated in light of organizational budgets and

compliance standards. Nevertheless, in a global

pandemic scenario like COVID-19, remote access

supported BCP solutions appear to be the best possible

alternative for continued business operations.

Assessment methodology

This exercise needs to have combined efforts around four modules.

Module 1. Collection of BCP remote access requirements

This module of the assessment is more of a data collection exercise. Its focus is on the identification of critical

business operations that need remote access support for the continuity of operations. Additionally, it suggests a

collection of other critical pieces of information that should be made readily available to business managers.

S.No Assessment Factor Explanation Rational

1. Business Process It is about identifying the business • It is of utmost importance because without

process and applications which need identifying the right set of business processes

remote access support in case of a and applications for remote access, it is not

business disruption event. possible to deploy an operational model

2. Users Identification of the roles of users for • Remote access security model needs to

remote access provisioning. strengthen provisioning through role-based

access control. Thus identification of the right

roles that need remote access connectivity, for

every operation and application is required

3. Number of users Identification of the total number of • For capacity planning reasons, remote

users for each role that are required to access requires the identification of users for

access remotely. access provisioning
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4. Equipment Identification of the required type of • For each operation and the respective roles,

remote access equipment. Eg. Laptops, suitable handheld equipment requirements

Handheld IOS devices, Android. need to be identified and documented

5. Endpoint Applications Identification of the endpoint • For each operational role, the right set of

applications. endpoint applications & thick client require-

ments to be identified and documented

6. Location Identification of the locations. • From a capacity planning perspective, it’s

beneficial to identify and record the geographical

location of as many users as possible. 100%

achievement here is neither possible nor required

Table 1: Collection of BCP Remote Access Requirement

Module 2. Assessment of the remote access program

This module of the assessment suggests an evaluation of the existing remote access facility from the perspective

of certain key factors that if ignored, can lead to issues with mass remote access connectivity.

S.No Domain Assessment Factor Explanation

1. Solution Design Remote Access Gateway to Business • Assessment of the connectivity design

Applications Server Data Flow Design. between the remote access gateway and the

business application server(s). It is required to

avoid an encounter with low bandwidth or broken link

Remote Access Authentication • Assessment of the remote access authentication

Requirements design. It is to ensure the availability of required

authentication devices

Remote Access Gateway Location • Assessment of the network design to identify

the presence of remote access gateways in the

proximity of high user concentration areas

• Enterprise-wide coverage should be verified

Communication Channel Bandwidth • Assessment of the internet gateway band

width capacity. It is for all remote access gateways

• Weak Internet bandwidth links should be upgraded

Remote Access Gateways Resiliency • Assessment of resiliency capability in the

design gateway design. For every significant user

concentration location, secondary gateway(s)

should be available in case of service disruption

with the primary access gateway

• The network design should support relevant

application reachability from the secondary

gateway(s)

2. Technology Remote Access Technologies • Assessment of the remote access technologies

Deployment Uniformity  capabilities across various gateways. It is to

ascertain service satisfaction during utilization

of different remote access gateways

Application Access Enforcement • Assessment of the access segregation design.

Capabilities It is part of most of the new products. Still,

there is nothing wrong in asking specific questions

Vendor Reputation • It is to ascertain that inferior products are

not part of business-critical remote access

gateway infrastructure. Inferior products can

lead to service disruption during stressful times
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3. Operations Access Provisioning • Assessment of the access provisioning process

to understand any gaps which can lead to delay

in access provisioning for new users who need to

support services. It should include both credentials

provisioning and change control processes

Technology Support • Assessment of the local onsite availability

of technical support person. It is required

because end users may face various kinds of

hardware or software issues while connecting

to the remote access gateways

4. End Point Connectivity Technical feasibility for remote access • Verification of the deployment feasibility of

Feasibility connectivity remote access agents, tokens, certificates, etc.

on endpoint devices like laptops and mobile devices

Availability of bandwidth with end-user • Assessment of the available bandwidth per user.

Procurement of enough bandwidth for users

with weak bandwidth availability. It may include

the purchase of broadband and data card connections

Authentication parameters reset • Review of the deployment procedures for the

process password, PIN reset, digital certificates, etc.

Review of prerequisites for deployment and

integration in the operating system build

• It is to avoid any surprises and delays with

end-user connectivity because of lost credentials

or missing digital certificate

Availability of enough endpoint devices • COVID-19 has exposed a significant vulnerability

which is the unavailability of enough number

of laptops and mobile devices. Preparation for

a mass level of remote work should involve it

Table 2: Remote Access Program Assessment Factors

Module 3. Operational risk management

Data generated and used by business operations is of various sensitivity levels. Businesses define various processes,

people and system-level controls to avoid revenue, reputational and regulatory impact that may arise because of

improper handling of sensitive data.

Various kinds of operations define operational risk controls suiting their threat matrix. It’s not feasible to document all types

of operational risk controls in a single document. I have defined a few operational risk categories that can define a direction

towards the identification of various kinds of controls to be considered for review while strategizing remote working.

S.No Domain Assessment Factor Explanation

Digital Security Related

1. Insider Threat Assessment of the increased insider • For insider threat, many operations put controls like:
threat. - Not giving printing privileges

- Locked docking stations
- Not allowing photography
- Not allowing mobile phone
If not planned properly, all of these controls may fall
apart in the remote working model
• The idea here is to understand the risk because of the
absence of regular operational risk control

Subsequently, compensating controls can be designed

and implemented in the remote operational model
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• Operations can bring security controls like:

- Endpoint URL filtering

- Endpoint DLP

- USB block

- Mandatory VPN connectivity

Dynamic Watermarking

2. Phishing Assessment of the increased risk of • Remote working users are at more risk of phishing

phishing • The most probable reason is many touch bases with

the information technology support. An adversary may

contact a remote working user, imitating IT support staff

• Against the elevated risk of phishing, a business can

bring controls like:

- Cybersecurity awareness training

- Stringent enforcement of official support calls only

through formal communication networks or tools

- Mailbox monitoring of specific users to counter phishing

3. Shoulder Surfing Assessment of increased risk of • During regular business operations, the risk of

shoulder surfing shoulder surfing gets reduced significantly because of

stringent physical security procedures

• The remote working model brings the possibility of

shoulder surfing to the core of discussions

• Operations can assess the risk and bring suitable

controls like:

- Cybersecurity awareness training

- Enforcement of inactivity screen timeout

- The requirement of inactivity screen lock

Information Technology Related

4. Connectivity Assessment of business disruptions • Operations can assess the risk of business loss

Disruptions caused by the lack of network because of the connectivity failure caused by factors

connectivity like:

- Lack of power backup

- Not enough bandwidth

- Endpoint hardware problems leading to frequent

disconnections

• Suitable controls can be designed

Operations Related

5. Productivity Tracking Assessment of productivity risk • Many operations put productivity tracking controls

using manual and software-based tracking

• Operations can ensure the availability of current

productivity tracking controls or design new controls

that are more suitable to a remote working model

6. Virtual Connects Assessment of business or data loss • Unplanned remote working may bring the workforce

because of the use of nonstandard to a situation in which employees find comfort in

virtual connectivity mediums communicating via nonstandard communication

channels and applications, often involving virtual

screen and video sharing

• Operations can bring stringent controls like:

- Strict enforcement of official communication mediums

- Stringent mobile device management policies

Table 3: Operational Risk Control Factors
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Module 4. Cybersecurity and regulatory

This is a ‘good-to-have’ module that is indirectly related to the requirements of business managers as it can help

them go the extra mile to understand the cybersecurity controls of remote access infrastructure to be used by the

business teams while running the operations remotely.

S.No Domain Assessment Factor Explanation

1. Network Defense Assessment of the remote access • Coverage of the remote access infrastructure

infrastructure design. in organizational network defense is required

2. Authentication Assessment of the authentication • Inclusion of robust authentication design

design of remote access solutions. controls like one-time password, certificate-

based authentication, and context-based

authentication is required

3. Security Monitoring Assessment of security monitoring of • Coverage of the remote access infrastructure

Coverage the remote access infrastructure. in the security monitoring program is required

4. Malware Defense Assessment of the end-user devices • Inclusion of laptops in the endpoint security

program is required

Coverage of mobile devices in the mobile

device management solution is required

5. Web Filtering Defense Assessment of the end-user devices • Coverage of laptops in endpoint URL filtering

is required

6. Privileged Access Assessment of the coverage of remote • Coverage of the remote access infrastructure

Management access infrastructure in organizational in corporate privileged access management

privileged access management program program is required

7. Vulnerability Assessment Assessment of the coverage of remote • Coverage of the remote access infrastructure

Coverage access infrastructure in organizational in corporate vulnerability management

vulnerability management program program is required

8. Tight Role-Based Access Assessment of the remote access design • Secure and robust role-based access

Control to ensure proper role-based access provisioning configuration is required

segregation is present

9. Data-at-Rest Security Assessment of the security controls to • Inclusion of end-user laptops in full disk

secure data stored in the end-user devices. encryption program is required

10. Regulatory Assessment of the remote access design • Design of remote access infrastructure availability

to confirm compliance with regulatory should not allow noncompliance with country

data localization requirements. data localization requirements

Table 4: Cyber Security & Regulatory Controls

Conclusion

Module-1 of this assessment guide falls completely under the purview of the business managers.

Module-2 of this assessment guide involves the evaluation of certain key technology concepts like remote access

network design, bandwidth availability, resiliency design, access enforcement & provisioning, authentication

parameters deployment procedures and deployment feasibility. Such attributes are a little bit more technical than

the technical knowledge of the average business manager. However, a business manager can always get assistance
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from technology groups like:

• Service Management

• Technology Support

• Network Engineering & Operations

• IT Security

Module-3 of this assessment guide targets operational risks with mass remote working and running critical

operations remotely. This is a very important module and operational risk teams should perform brainstorming. A

few of the most common operational risks are discussed in the module but it’s more of an exercise to set the

perspective. Operational risk teams would have to work with the teams as given below to understand the full set

of operational risk controls which may not remain effective if the operations are run remotely.

• Technology Support

• Operations

• Business

• Training & Awareness

Module-4 of this assessment guide is an optional module that is mostly covered in the cybersecurity program of

organizations. However, business managers typically don’t have visibility to the assessment results. This module

suggests them to seek more information on cybersecurity controls for the remote access infrastructure. This is not

a mandatory step but this will help business managers to act as a whistleblower in a case of major security gap. Most

of the large scale enterprises have very robust cybersecurity programs but this guide is written to assist even the

organizations that don’t have so mature, controlled and comprehensively managed cybersecurity setup.

Results obtained by a thorough analysis of the information collected during the execution of four modules can

provide 360-degree feedback on remote access capabilities.

This paper doesn’t propose the replacement of physical BCP sites with remote access based BCP design. Remote

access can never replace dedicated BCP sites in the design documents because most of the business disruption

scenarios can and will be handled using a dedicated site-based approach.

This being said, the time has come when business managers should prepare themselves and their respective

businesses to face far more prolonged disruptions.

Designing BCP plans keeping remote access as an important attribute would help. Guidelines given in this document

can be utilized while assessing the comprehensiveness of BCP remote access preparedness. The same guidelines

can be utilized while designing operational level BCP strategies and plans.

Best of Luck!
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